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Abstract—In end-to-end multi-channel speech enhancement,
the traditional approach of designating one microphone signal as
the reference for processing may not always yield optimal results.
The limitation is particularly in scenarios with large distributed
microphone arrays with varying speaker-to-microphone distances
or compact, highly directional microphone arrays where speaker
or microphone positions change over time. Current mask-based
methods often fix the reference channel during training, which
makes it not possible to adaptively select the reference channel for
optimal performance. To address this problem, we introduce an
adaptive approach for selecting the optimal reference channel.
Our method leverages a multi-channel masking-based scheme,
where multiple masked signals are combined to generate a single-
channel output signal. This enhanced signal is then used for
loss calculation, while the reference clean speech is adjusted
based on the highest scale-invariant signal-to-distortion ratio (SI-
SDR). The experimental results on the Spear challenge simulated
dataset D4 demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method
over the conventional approach of using a fixed reference channel
with single-channel masking.

Index Terms—reference channel selection, multi-channel mask-
ing, end-to-end multi-channel speech enhancement

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-channel speech enhancement leverages information
from multiple microphones to enhance the target speech signal
while suppressing noise, reverberation and interference. Com-
mon applications include speech recognition systems, hearing
aids, teleconferencing, and hands-free communication.

Recent advancements have witnessed the rise of deep
learning techniques for multi-channel speech enhancement.
Deep neural networks (DNNs)-based multi-channel speech
enhancement methods can roughly be divided into three cat-
egories: The first category comprises traditional beamformer
modules and uses DNNs to assist estimation of spatial statistics
[1–4]. The second category follows the so-called filter-and-
sum beamformer methodology, utilize DNNs to estimate a
filter/mask for each channel and then sum the filtered/masked
signals in individual channels [5–8]. The third category con-
sists of end-to-end multi-channel speech enhancement tech-
niques that omit traditional beamformer modules, but instead
use convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks,
and Transformer or Conformer-based architectures for mod-

eling complex spatial and temporal dependencies in speech
signals [9–13]. The end-to-end paradigm has shown promising
results in modeling complex relationships between multi-
channel acoustic features and clean speech, without relying
on handcrafted features, e.g., inter-channel time/phase/level
difference feature [10–13].

The end-to-end multi-channel speech enhancement methods
typically depend on the designation of one microphone signal
as the reference for processing. However, in many realistic
scenarios, such as employing a large distributed array of omni-
directional microphones, a small highly directional array (e.g.,
head-mounted or binaural microphones), or scenarios involv-
ing speaker movement or array motion or rotation, the relative
speech signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or signal-to-distortion ratio
(SDR) [14] across microphones tends to vary over time or
between recordings. Therefore, the selection of the reference
microphone may affect the quality of the enhanced signal.
Several studies have investigated the reference channel selec-
tion problem in distributed microphone arrays for conventional
beamformer-based multi-channel speech enhancement, where
speaker’s position is relatively static [15, 16]. The methods
include choosing the microphone closest to the target source,
using the microphone that has the highest input power or SNR,
and selecting a reference channel based on maximizing the
output SNR. These works have demonstrated the effective-
ness of selecting a proper reference channel. Among these
approaches, selection based on the maximization of the output
SNR seemed to produce optimal results [15, 16].

In current end-to-end multi-channel speech enhancement
systems, the choice of the reference channel is typically fixed,
especially for mask-based approaches that designate a noisy
microphone signal as the reference to enhance and use the
clean speech signal of the corresponding channel to evaluate
[10, 11, 13]. This can not automatically identify the best
reference channel to deal with real-world applications, such
as in realistic acoustical conditions mentioned earlier. To
address this problem, we propose using the reference channel
with the highest output SI-SDR [17] during training within a
multi-channel masking framework. The multi-channel masking
strategy draws inspiration from [6, 7], in which learning-
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Fig. 1: Overview of proposed reference channel selection by multi-channel masking framework for speech enhancement

based deep filter-and-sum beamforming networks predict the
complex-valued mask for each input channel, leading to im-
proved performance in comparison to estimating a complex-
valued mask for a selected reference channel. The dynamic
switching of the reference channel for individual audio sam-
ples during training allows the model to select/obtain the
optimal reference channel during inference. Our approach is
validated on the simulated dynamic multi-party dialogue D4
dataset of the Spear challenge [18]. The experimental results
on this challenging dataset demonstrate the benefits of our
proposed method compared to conventional single-channel
masking/filtering method using a fixed reference channel.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II defines the problem, signal model, and necessary notations.
Section III introduces the proposed reference channel selection
with the multi-channel masking method. Section IV presents
the experimental setup and results. Section V concludes our
work.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND NOTATIONS

We target the reference channel selection problem in the
so-called cocktail-party scenario, extracting the speech signal
of the target speaker from interfering speech and ambient
noise. The mixture signals are recorded with C microphones.
We denote the noisy speech signal at the c-th (c = 1, .., C)
microphone by yc(t), where t is the time index. The acoustic
signal at the c-th microphone is given as

yc(t) = xdp
c (t) + vc(t), (1)

where xdp
c (t) is the direct-path target speech signal, vc(t)

represents the sum of all the early reflections and the late
reverberation and all interfering speech signals and noise.
In this work, we assume that the target source can move,
so that the acoustic transfer function of the target speaker
with respect to the microphone array is time-variant. Given
the noisy recording yc(t), we aim to recover the direct-path
target speech signal xdp

c (t). We represent signals using their
complex-valued short-time Fourier transforms (STFTs) in each
frequency f and time frame i as:

Yc(f, i) = Xdp
c (f, i) + Vc(f, i). (2)

In this section, we also formulate some necessary
notations/concepts described in the following sections:

in-SI-SDRc = SI-SDR⟨yc(t), xdp
c (t)⟩ denotes the input (un-

processed) SI-SDR at the c-th channel and out-SI-SDRc =
SI-SDR⟨x̂dp(t), xdp

c (t)⟩ denotes the output (processed) SI-
SDR. x̂dp(t) represents the estimated desired signal and can
be the estimation of the direct-path speech signal recorded at
an arbitrary microphone. SI-SDR⟨a, b⟩ is the SI-SDR metric
calculated using signal b as the reference signal and signal a
as the predicted signal.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The key idea of the proposed reference channel selection
method is to let the network select the channel that obtains
the highest out-SI-SDR in the multi-channel masking scheme.
The overall architecture of the proposed reference channel
selection method for multi-channel speech enhancement is
depicted in Fig. 1. Note that we omit the time index t and
time-frequency indices (f, i) for simplicity in this figure. Yc

is the stack of real and imaginary parts of Yc(f, i). Y1, Y2, ...,
and Yc are stacked into a vector for each time frame to pass the
multi-channel masking framework to output a single-channel
enhanced speech signal.

The multi-channel masking framework can be used with any
deep neural network that enables estimating a complex mask
for each channel. We choose the FT-JNF network in [19] as
the mask estimation network. In [19], FT-JNF also utilizes
the target speaker’s DOA information to assist target speech
enhancement. The detailed setup is described in Section IV.
As seen in Fig. 1, the FT-JNF network estimates the mask
for individual channels. After obtaining multiple masks, each
estimated complex mask is complex multiplied with the STFT
of the corresponding channel. Then the masked STFT of all
the channels are summed to produce the enhanced spectra.
The enhanced complex spectra are transformed into the final
waveform through inverse STFTs.

In the training stage, the ground truth target clean speech
signal for calculating loss with an output enhanced speech
signal for each audio sample is selected based on the channel
that has the highest output SI-SDR, i.e., m = argmaxmout-SI-
SDR⟨x̂dp, xdp

m ⟩, where m is the channel that produces highest
out-SI-SDR. Specifically, before updating parameters through
gradient descent, the model computes the SI-SDR metric
between the single-channel output signal and clean reference
speech signals of all the channels. The clean reference signal



to yield the maximum SI-SDR value is then selected for
loss calculation and subsequent weight updates. This process
occurs during both forward propagation and backpropagation
processing of the network for each audio sample, which is
similar to utterance-level permutation invariant training (uPIT)
[20]. During the inference stage, based on this training scheme,
the network is expected to obtain the optimal reference channel
that has the highest out-SI-SDR. We refer to this method as
MM-Auto-out.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Dataset
The experiments are conducted on the simulated dataset D4

of the Spear challenge [18]. This dataset features multiple
distinct conversations that occur simultaneously, making it
more challenging to follow a particular speaker. The dataset
uses clean speech from SLR83 corpus, synthesized head
movements, and competing dialogues that significantly overlap
with the target speech [18]. The head-mounted microphones in
this dataset have four microphones on a pair of glasses and two
additional microphones positioned at the ears. Given that there
are only anechoic target speaker ear signal references (direct-
path speech signals) as training targets, and considering the
signals in the two microphones positioned at the ears have
bigger spatial diversity than the other four microphones, we
evaluate our proposed method only using the binaural micro-
phones. The original Spear challenge dataset D4 has training,
development, and evaluation splits. The clean references of the
evaluation set are withheld by the challenge organizers [21].
Therefore, the development set is used as the evaluation set.
For the training set, there are 9 sessions, each session has
28, 29, or 30 one-minute recordings. For the development set,
there are 3 sessions, each session has 28, 29, or 30 one-minute
recordings. The dataset also includes the target speaker’s DOA
with respect to the array as azimuth and elevation angles
sampled every 50 ms.

B. Data Preprocessing
We first downsample the original one-minute recordings

from 48 kHz to 16 kHz. Then, we select segments of the
mixture signal with at least one active speaker in conversation
according to the participants’ VAD labels provided by the
dataset. These segments are further divided into 3-second clips
for both the training and development sets. The training set
has 6824 clips, while the development set has 2136 clips. For
computing the STFT, we use 512-sample (32 ms) window with
a 50% overlap and the Hann window. The target speaker’s
DOA is transformed to cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) for each
time frame. However, since the DOAs are captured at a 50
ms interval in the dataset, and the frame length is set to 32
ms, we perform linear interpolation on the DOA coordinates
(x, y, z).

C. Baseline and Compared Methods
In this paper, we use the terms SM and MM to refer

to single-channel masking and multi-channel masking, re-
spectively. As the dataset utilized in our study features two

microphone channels, the best reference channel for each
audio sample is either the left or right channel. We compare
the proposed approach with the following methods:

(i) SM-Left/Right is the baseline that uses multi-channel
inputs to estimate a single-channel complex mask for either
the left or right channel as the reference channel.

(ii) MM-Left/Right serves as the ablation experiment of
our proposed MM-Auto-out method. It estimates the complex
mask for each input channel and then sums all the masked
signals but fixes the reference channel to be either the left or
right.

(iii) SM-Fixed (oracle) can be thought of as an oracle
performance benchmark for the SM-Fixed approach on this
dataset, where the channel with the highest in-SI-SDR is
selected as the reference channel for each audio sample during
both training and inference, and the selected reference channel
is always put at the first position when input to the network.

(iv) MM-Auto-in aims to assess the impact of using the
highest in-SI-SDR versus out-SI-SDR for reference channel
selection. Here, the reference channel is chosen based on the
highest in-SI-SDR.

In the evaluation, in our proposed MM-Auto-out method,
the clean reference speech signal used for evaluating is chosen
following the same rule as in training. MM-Auto-in follows
the same evaluation rule as MM-Auto-out, for its reference
channel is not fixed during training. For SM-Left/Right and
MM-Left/Right methods, since the reference channel is fixed,
the clean reference speech extracted from the chosen reference
channel is employed for assessment.

D. Training and Network Configurations

The loss function to be minimized is the negative SI-SDR.
The Adam optimizer is used to train the models with a learning
rate initialized to 1× 10−4 and then exponentially decays by
0.99 for each training epoch. A total of 45 epochs with a
mini-batch size of one 3-second audio sample is used.

The FT-JNF network serves as the base network for esti-
mating single-channel or multi-channel masks. It consists of
two long short-term memory (LSTM) layers operating along
the frequency bins and time axis, respectively. The first layer
employs bidirectional LSTM, while the second layer uses
unidirectional LSTM for efficient online processing. Input to
the FT-JNF network comprises stacked real and imaginary
parts of the STFTs from two microphone channels. In addition,
a conditioning mechanism similar to [19] is employed to
leverage the target speaker’s DOA information. The DOA
(x, y, z) for each time frame is encoded through a linear layer
to match the number of units in the F-LSTM layer (set to
256). This encoded DOA information initializes the forward
and backward initial states of the bidirectional F-LSTM layer.

For single-channel mask prediction, the network employs a
tanh activation function in the final layer to estimate a complex
mask, which is then multiplied with the reference channel’s
noisy STFT to obtain the target speech STFT coefficients. In
the case of multi-channel mask estimation, the network simi-
larly uses a tanh activation function to estimate complex masks



for each channel. Note that the encoded DOA mechanism is
applied to our proposed method and all other methods.

E. Results and Discussion

In order to investigate the benefit of the proposed method
in comparison to a fixed reference channel in different ranges
of absolute difference of input (unprocessed) SDRs in the
left and right microphones, we define the absolute difference
of input SDRs as in-SDR-Gapj,k = |in-SDRj − in-SDRk|.
Here, j and k is the left or right microphone channel, and
| · | represents absolute value. in-SDRc = SDR⟨yc(t), xdp

c (t)⟩
denotes input SDR at the c-th channel (c=j or c=k). SDR⟨a, b⟩
means the SDR metric is calculated using signal b as the
reference signal and signal a as the prediction signal. To
facilitate evaluation, we also define output (processed) SDR
as out-SDRc = SDR⟨x̂dp(t), xdp

c (t)⟩. We then compute the
distribution of in-SDR-Gap in three ranges of [0,3], (3,6],
(6,12] dB for all 3-second audio samples in the training
and development set. The biggest in-SDR-Gap in this dataset
is 12 dB. The training and development set has a similar
distribution, with proportions falling into three ranges: 58.1%,
36.6%, and 5.3%; and 55.7%, 36.5%, and 7.8% respectively.

TABLE I: Performance of proposed method and other methods
with encoded DOA.

Methods out-SI-SDR (dB) out-SDR (dB)
[0-3] (3,6] (6,12] [0,3] (3,6] (6,12]

SM-Left (baseline) -2.9 -1.7 -0.2 1.9 3.4 5.0
SM-Right (baseline) -3.0 -1.9 -0.7 2.1 3.4 4.8
MM-Left -2.9 -1.5 0.1 2.1 3.7 5.4
MM-Right -2.7 -1.6 -0.2 2.3 3.8 5.3
SM-Fixed (oracle) -2.7 -1.4 0.5 2.0 3.8 5.9
MM-Auto-in -4.5 -3.6 -1.8 1.3 3.1 5.4
MM-Auto-out (prop.) -2.5 -1.3 -0.1 2.4 3.9 5.4

To compare the proposed method with others, we computed
SDR and SI-SDR metrics on 3-second audio samples from the
development dataset. Table I presents the results. It is notewor-
thy that the performance of left and right channels chosen as
reference channels differs in both SM and MM methods, which
is expected. Our approach exhibits clear benefits compared to
SM-Left and SM-Right methods. Ablation experiment results
of MM methods with fixed reference channels consistently
demonstrate better performance compared to corresponding
SM-Left/Right methods. Our proposed method, MM-Auto-out,
surpasses MM-Left and MM-Right in most conditions. This
shows the benefit of selecting the reference channel with the
maximal output SI-SDR during training. Conversely, the MM-
Auto-in method performs the least effectively, suggesting that
choosing the channel with the maximal input SI-SDR as the
reference channel may not yield the optimal enhanced signal.
The manual SM-Fixed (oracle) method excels particularly in
large in-SDR-Gap of (6,12], indicating that a fixed reference
channel with significantly high input SDR could possibly
lead to a higher output SDR. Notably, our proposed method
achieves comparable results with SM-Fixed (oracle) in the in-
SDR-Gap range of (3,6] and even outperforms the SM-Fixed
(oracle) method within the in-SDR-Gap range of [0,3].

To better understand the performance advantages of our pro-
posed method, we calculated the energy and the relative energy
proportions between the two channels of masked STFTs across
time-frequency bins in all testing samples for MM-Left, MM-
Right, and our MM-Auto-out methods: the most energetically
dominant masked channel and the least energetically dominant
masked channel. Notice that the two masked channels are
chosen separately for each audio sample, and the energy has
no unit. The results are summarized in Table II.

TABLE II: Energy and its proportion of two masked channels
in MM-Left/Right and MM-Auto-out methods.

Methods Most Energetic Least Energetic
MM-Left 251597 (72.5%) 95149 (27.5%)
MM-Right 191901 (71.7%) 75499 (28.3%)
MM-Auto-out (prop.) 183256 (71.2%) 74223 (28.8%)

Across all three methods, it is notable that the energy in the
two masked channels both account for a relatively large pro-
portion. This indicates that the multi-channel masking scheme
does spatial filtering in addition to masking. Interestingly,
our proposed MM-Auto-out method exhibits very similar but
lower energy to MM-Right in both masked channels, this
is supported by the fact that most (about 93%) samples in
the evaluation set choose the right channel as the reference
channel. In summary, by leveraging the multi-channel masking
mechanism, our proposed method enables selecting the more
proper reference channel while concurrently applying spatial
filtering to enhance the signal.

TABLE III: Performance of reference channel fixed methods
evaluating use the best reference.

Methods out-SI-SDR (dB) out-SDR (dB)
[0,3] (3,6] (6,12] [0,3] (3,6] (6,12]

SM-Left (baseline) -2.8 -1.6 -0.2 1.9 3.3 5.0
SM-Right (baseline) -2.9 -1.8 -0.7 2.0 3.4 4.8
MM-Left -2.8 -1.4 0.1 2.1 3.7 5.3
MM-Right -2.6 -1.5 -0.2 2.3 3.8 5.3
SM-Fixed (oracle) -2.7 -1.3 0.5 2.0 3.8 5.9

To further ensure a fair comparison, we evaluated the
MM-Left/Right and SM-Left/Right methods using the same
methodology as the MM-Auto methods, i.e., selecting the
channel with the maximum out-SI-SDR value and then com-
puting the final out-SI-SDR and out-SDR metrics using that
channel. Results are presented in Table III. Overall, the perfor-
mance change is minimal in comparison to the results in Table
I. Both SM and MM methods show a slight improvement in
SI-SDR metric within the in-SDR-Gap of [0,3] and (3,6], but
no improvement in SDR metric. However, MM-Left exhibits
a decrease in the in-SDR-Gap of (6,12]. In addition, the
SM-Fixed (oracle) approach only demonstrates a marginal
improvement of 0.1 dB in the out-SI-SDR metric within the
in-SDR-Gap range of (3,6]. To sum up, our proposed method
maintains advantages over SM and ablation experiment MM
methods with fixed reference channels and is superior to the
SM-Fixed (oracle) method in relatively small in-SDR-Gap
ranges of [0,3] and (3,6].



V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a reference channel selection approach
for end-to-end multi-channel speech enhancement, which max-
imizes the output SI-SDR based on a multi-channel masking
mechanism. The experimental results indicate the proposed
method leads to better performance than the conventional
selection of a fixed reference channel with a single-channel
masking approach. The findings of our study are expected to
provide valuable insights into the development of approaches
for optimal reference channel selection to enhance the signal
quality of desired speech signals in similar settings.
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